
ON THE ANNULUS CONJECTURE1

R. C. KIRBY

The annulus conjecture states that the closure of the region be-

tween two locally flat (n— l)-spheres in P" is homeomorphic to

5"-1X [ — 1, l]- The annulus conjecture is fundamental to geometric

topology (see [5, p. 579]); for example its truth in dimensions ^k

implies that any homeomorphism of P* is stable [3]. We will prove

here a weakened form of this conjecture (Theorem 1).

An imbedding /: 5"_1—>P" is said to be locally flat if each point

PES'1"1 has a neighborhood TV such that/extends to an imbedding

/: 7VX [-1, l]-»P" with 7VX0 identified with N. f is called flat or
bicollared if it extends to an imbedding/: Sn~1X [ — 1, l]—>P". Brown

[l] proved that a locally flat imbedding is bicollared.

An imbedding/: S"_1X [ — 1, l]—^P" is said to be somewhere planar if

there exist pESn~\ qE( — l, 1), a neighborhood N of (p, q) in S^Xg,

and an (n— l)-plane P in P" such that f(N) projects homeomorphi-

cally into P along normals to P.

/ is clearly somewhere planar if it is piecewise linear on some open

set of Sn~1Xq, qE( — l, 1)- According to Corollary 7, / is also some-

where planar if it is differentiable with nonzero Jacobian at some

point (p,q)ES"~1X(-l, 1).
It is with the added condition that each imbedding is somewhere

planar that we prove the then weakened annulus conjecture. If the

imbeddings are differentiable or piecewise linear, then it is already

known that the annulus conjecture holds for w^6 using the h-

cobordism theorems of [7] and [6].

Theorem 1. Let f, g: Sn~1X [ — 1, l]—>P" be two imbeddings with

disjoint images such that f and g are both somewhere planar. Then the

closure of the region between f(Sn~lXO) and g(5"_1X0) is homeomorphic

to S^Xi-l, 1]-

The proof will follow from Theorems 2 and 5. The basic idea is

that the region between the two (n — l)-spheres minus a tube P join-

ing the spheres is bounded by a locally flat (« —l)-sphere and is thus

an w-ball by the Schoenflies theorem (see [2]). See Figure 1.

In the next theorem, we assume the existence of this tube and then
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obtain an annulus, and in Theorem 5 we show that the existence of

the tube follows from the somewhere planar conditions.

Figure 1

Theorem 2. Let f, g: Sn~xX[ — 1, 1]—>Rn be two imbeddings with

disjoint images. Let h: Bn~1 X [ — 1, 1 ]—>7?n be an imbedding of the unit

in — 1) -ball satisfying

(i) hiB»-iX-l)EfiS«-iXq) for qEi-1, 1),
(ii) HB^XDEgiS^Xq') for q'Ei-i, 1),
(iii) /s(7Jn_1X( — 1,1)) is a subset of'the open region between fiSn~1Xq)

and g(5"-1Xg')-

Then there exists a homeomorphism A: S"~iX [ — 1, 1]—>Z where Z

is equal to the closure of the region Z between/(5n_1X0) andgiSn~1X0).

_/(5»-iX -1)

y     _■ /(5»-»xo)

f j/ /     /" /(5»-»Xl)

f   ^J^ ~~—-nNm^-'XI-i, 1])

C    Z^L~"~~ giS^X-1)

-^__^J   f        '     ' £(5-"1X0)

"-' -_-    g(5»"»Xl)

Figure 2
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Lemma 3. Letf, g be as above. Suppose B maps Sn~1X [ — 1, 1 ] homeo-

morphically onto the closure of the region between f(Sn_1Xt) and

g(Sn~1Xt'), t, t'E(~l, 1)- Then there exists a map A, mapping

Sn~1X [ — 1, l] homeomorphically onto Z.

Proof. Let k be the obvious homeomorphism of P" moving

/(5"-'X«) to/(S"-1X0) and fixing points outside/(5"-xX [-1, l]).

Define k' similarly, so that it moves g(Sn~lXt') to g(5n_1X0) and

fixes Pn-g(5"~1X [-1, 1]). Then A =k'kB satisfies the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 2.

Step 1. We will prove the theorem for q = %, q' = — §. The same

method would show that, for general q and q', the closure of the region

between/(5"-1X<), *G(-1, q) and g(Sn~1Xt'), t'E(q', 1) is homeo-

morphic (by a homeomorphism B) to an annulus. Thus by Lemma 3,

Z would be homeomorphic to an annulus. See Figure 2.

Step 2. h(B"-xX [-1,1 ]) is a solid tube with one end, fc(P"_1 X -1),

lying homeomorphically in f(Sn~lX\). We can lengthen this tube so

that this end lies in f(Sn~1X0) by extending it along the "collaring

of/" (see Figure 3).

y^\- /(5»->X0)

/*^\\\-\ \a\ \^~/(Sn~,xl)

V>-*-^"^ S>V^-^^^   " H(B*-*X[-1, 1])

Figure 3

Let h!: Bn~l X [ -1, 1 ]-*Rn be defined by

■fkttxh(x, -1)       for -1 g t ^ - |,

h'(x, t) = ■ A(x, 20 for -| ^ < g 0,

A(», /) for     0g(^ 1,

where kt: 5""1X^->5'-1X(H-i) by *,(y, $) = (?, 14-/), for -1^1
<£ — f. Since Jfe_i/2 = identity, ft'(x, — §) is well defined. &_i(y, i)
= (y, 0) so h'(Bn~lX -I) Cf(Sn~1X0). The last part of the tube now
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agrees with the collaring of /(5n_1X0) due to/. We can proceed in

the same way with the other end of the tube. Let H denote the final

homeomorphism 77: Bn~xX [ — 1, l]—>7?n.

Step 3. 77(d73J_1 X -1) is a bicollared imbedding of Sn~2 in Sn~l
=/(5n_1X0). According to the Schoenflies theorem [2], there exists

a homeomorphism a: 73J_1->/(5n-1X0)-77(int B^X -1) where

Br denotes the k-ball of radius r. Extend a to a': 73J_1X [-1, l]->7?"

by a'ix, 5)=//e/-1a(x), where j,: 5*,-1X0->5"-1X5 is defined by

j.iy, 0) = (y, 5). We note that a'(yX[0, l])C77(yX [-1, 1]) for
y£^73j_1. We can similarly obtain b and b' for g. This step was

necessary to give /(S"-1X0) — 77(int B\~lX — 1) the coordinates of

an (ra —l)-ball.

Step 4. Considering Sn~l as the unit (ra —l)-sphere in 7?", define

the subsets

L=   {xES*-l\\   g   Xn),

M = {xES"-l\ -i g s„:g $},

2V = {xE^™-1!^^ -*}•

We define the natural homeomorphisms k:L-^B\~x, k': M—^dB^'1

X [-1, 1], and k": JV-»73J-1, so that *'(*) = (£(*), -1) for xEL^AT",
and k'ix) = (&"(x), 1) for xEMC\N. Then we construct an imbedding

c:S—1 = L\JM\JN-+R» defined by c\L=a'k, c\M = HV, and c| TV
= b'k". See Figure 4.

LOH(a£"« t-1,3)

Figure 4

Step 5. Bicollarings of c(L), c(Af), and ciN) exist due to a', H

and &', because k can be extended to a homeomorphism of Z, X [ — 1, 1 ]

—>73j_1X[— 1, 1] in the natural way, as can k' and k". Then, con-

sidering (a')-1 of a neighborhood of ciLC\M) in 7?", Lemma 4 below

gives a bicollaring of a neighborhood of ciLC\M), and similarly of

ciMC\N). Thus every point of ciLUMVJN) =c(5n~1) has a neighbor-
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hood with a bicollaring. Hence [l] c(S"~1) is bicollared. Then c ex-

tends to c:Bn-^Rn (see [2]). We observe that c(Bn) =Z-int PJ"1

X[-l, 1].
Step 6. There exists a homeomorphism d taking 5n_1X[ — 1, l]

onto P"U*.(73i-1X [-1, 1]) where dBn=L\JM\JN and M is identi-
fied with dPJ-1 X [— 1, 1 ] by k' (see Step 4). Define a homeomorphism

A-.S^Xi-l, l]-»Zby

j /     N        itd(x, t)       if d(x, t) E B",
A (x, t) =  < „_i    r

\hd(x,t)       iid(x,t)EBil2X[-l, 1].

4 is well defined, for if d(x, t)EB" and d(x, t)EB^~lX[-l, l]> then
d(x, t) EM EL\J M\J N = dB", and for such a d(x, t), cd(x, t)

= Hk'd(x, t) =Hd(x, t). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Lemma 4. Let Cn~1ERn be the cylinder over (i.e. x„^0) the unit

(n — 2)-sphere in P"-1. Let Pn_1 be the unit (n — l)-ball in Pn_1. Then

CU(P"-1-P"-1) is bicollared.

Proof. Figure 5 indicates the proof for « = 2, and the other dimen-

sions are entirely analogous.

Figure 5

Theorem 5. Let f, g:5n_1x[ —1, 1]—>Pn be two imbeddings with

disjoint images such that f and g are both somewhere planar. Then the

imbedding h of Theorem 2 exists, so the conclusion of Theorem 2 holds.

Proof. From the definition of somewhere planar, we have a neigh-

borhood N of (p, q) in 5n_1Xg and a homeomorphism 7r:/(7V)—>P

where it projects f(N) into P along normals to P.

Instead of P it is possible to choose any other (n — l) -plane parallel

to P. Since we can also use a subneighborhood of TV (still containing

p), there is no loss of generality in assuming that itf(N) is a subset of
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P lying in Z (the region between fiS^Xq) and giSn~lXq')). See

Figure 6.

Similarly (using primes) we have a neighborhood N' of p' in

5n-1X$' such that ir'giN') is a subset of P' lying in Z.

Let C/ be the "cylinder" composed of line segments joining x and

7r(x) for all xE/(7V). We may define C„ in a similar way.

Figure 6

Z and hence Z — iC/VJC,) are arcwise connected. Therefore it is

possible to find an arc a in Z, joining irfip) to ir'gip'), perpendicular

to P near irfip), perpendicular to P' near ir'gip'), and not intersecting

Cf—irfip) and C„—ir'gip'). Let a* t>e a differentiable approximation

to a satisfying the same conditions as a. a* has a tubular neighbor-

hood, i.e., there exists a differentiable imbedding T: Bn~1X[ — \, s]

-+Rn so that F(0X [-§, 5]) =<**- We may also require that TiBn~x

X-h)Crf(N) and JiB^X^) Eir'giN'), and that r(B-1

X(-l, §))Ci-(QUCe).
We will obtain /f from T, Cf and Cfl. Define an imbedding h:

B-^Xt-l, l]-^Pnby

£/(x, 5)        for — 1 ^ 5 ^ — I,

A(x, s) = ■ T(x, 5)        for —5 = 5 = |,

&„(x, 5)       for     | = 5= 1,
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where kf maps (xX [ — 1, — I]) linearly onto the line segment joining

f(y) to 7r/(y) = P(x, —J) and &„maps (xX [j, l]) linearly onto the line

segment joining 7r'g(y) = P(x, §) to g(y). See Figure 6. This completes

the proof.

The following theorem leads to a relatively weak condition under

which an imbedding/: 5"_1X [ —1, l]—>PB is somewhere planar.

Theorem 6. Let h be a homeomorphism of Rn into P". Let h be

differentiable with nonzero Jacobian at pERn and let U be a neighbor-

hood of p. Then there exists an isotopy Ht: Rn—^R", tE [0, 1 ], satisfying

(1) H0 = h,

(2) Ht = honRn-UforalltE[0,l},
(3) there exists an open set V, pEVE U, such that Hi is differenti-

able on V.

Corollary 7. An imbedding f: S"_1X[ —T, l]—»P" is somewhere

planar if it is differentiable with nonzero Jacobian at (p,q) E S"-1

X(-l, 1).

Corollary 8. A homeomorphism h: R"-*Rn is stable if it is differ-

entiable with nonzero Jacobian at pERn-

Proof of Theorem 6. We can assume that p = 0 and that h(0) —0.

Denote by Dh the differential of ft at 0, a nonsingular linear trans-

formation. Let k be a positive real number such that P"t C U and

Dh(Bn2t)Eh(U)-
We now define a radial homotopy eo R"—+Rn, tE [0, l], as follows:

x if 2k S | x | ,

2 I x I   - 2tk
e'(x) = {   i    |  -f—i"*        if tk =  1*1   = 2k>

\2\x\  - \x\t

(0 if   0 g | x |  ^ tk.

Let Ht: Rn^>R" be defined by

[DheTl(Dh)-lhet(x)       if |x|  > tk,
Ht(x) = < .    ,

(Dh(x) if | x |   g tk.

Then conclusions (1), (2) and (3) of Theorem 6 are easily verified.

The only difficulty is in proving that P7< is continuous at x when

|x| =tk. We will indicate a proof (for details, see [4, §3]). Let

~>\={xERn\xi>k, x2= • ■ • =x„ = 0}. Then ei(X) is the positive xi-

axis, Xi, and hei(X) has a tangent at 0, namely Dh(Xi). Hence

(Dh)~lhei(\) has a tangent at 0, namely Xi, so efI(Pft)_1ftei(X) con-
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verges to ik, 0, 0, • ■ • , 0). This idea is used to show continuity of

Hi at ik, 0,0, • • ■ , 0), or in general, at any point of Sff1.
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